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The Magic Mala (pronounced mah-lah) may be the story of Robby Robertson, a down-on-his-fortune writer who realizes
that he doesn&apos;t know as much about existence as he once thought. His desperate financial circumstances lead him
to open up his mind to fresh ways of living. After selecting some mala beads, Robby is usually used on a magical trip
that teaches him the secrets to personal manifestation and pleasure.s holding you back again. I&apos; It&apos;
It&apos;s a tale you&apos;ll want to learn frequently to remind yourself of its wisdom--primarily, the magic of living a
conscious life. I didn&apos;ve always had but didn&apos;s blocking you from money, success, romance or even fitness.
I&apos; abundance + How to use mala beads for transformation PRAISE FOR THE MAGIC MALA Bob Olson will take us on
a magical, heartwarming and spiritually exciting journey, as we follow Robby on a common quest for happiness that may
switch him and us forever. A truly life enhancing book that I am honoured and excited to be making into a movie.
Synchronistic events, messages from the other part, unexpected encounters with sensible teachers, and a way to
prosperity using an unlikely tool, will leave you inspired to use what you study from this story in your own life, as well!
Ileen Maisel, Producer, Amber Entertainment The Magic Mala can be a special book in regards to a few who learns a life-
changing lesson about the energy of intention. Cheryl Richardson, New York Times best-selling writer of Take Period for
YOUR DAILY LIFE The Magic Mala is normally a book that caught me totally by surprise! More importantly, The Magic
Mala will help you recognize the power you&apos;t even know I was looking for the wisdom it imparts, nonetheless it
immediately spoke if you ask me. What You Will Learn In This Publication + How exactly to manifest the life span of your
dreams + How exactly to communicate with the Universe + How to understand the beliefs that limit you + How to
consciously guard your energy + How exactly to identify spiritual assistance + How to make magic in your daily life +
How exactly to increase happiness & Bessie Gantt, Editor and Article writer A magical tale, masterfully told.s simply
lifestyle changing. The Magic Mala can be that rare book that calls me to read it again and again, each time
strengthening my resolve to face and pursue my dreams. In its enjoyable and straightforward story lies a powerhouse of
uplifting inspiration and authentic ways to find your place in the Universe. An inspiring novel that transforms the lives of
its readers, this book will leave you fascinated and educated about the general laws and regulations that govern our
lives. The characters are therefore engaging and relatable--not really your typical spiritual manuals but all the more
genuine for it.s The Magic Mala.m so thankful The Magic Mala discovered me!d say it even woke me up and helped me
recalibrate my priorities and energy. Good things come to those who know that no-one has to wait around, and Bob
Olson displays us why in this outstanding, life-changing book. With basic wisdom, impish attraction, and down-to-earth
appeal, it argues that the life we seek is closer than we believe. You&apos;ll be convinced once you step through the
door this tale reveals. Michael Gerrish, Author Discover what&apos;t know was there: your inner capability to create the
life of your dreams. It&apos;s not necessarily something you&apos;re failing woefully to do.re doing that&apos;s often
something you&apos; It&apos; In the event that you enjoyed The Alchemist by Paulo Coelho, The Way Of The Peaceful
Warrior by Dan Millman, or The Celestine Prophecy by James Redfield, you are sure to like Bob Olson&apos; This reserve
will teach you what you don&apos;t know, and you&apos;ll end up being surprised how easy it is to quickly switch your
life about for the better.
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Really good book." Actually? It described in detail how it operates and clarifies scenarios of how exactly to use it. I
meditate and also do affirmations nonetheless it isn't enough, this book that i bought gives it the ultimate punch to
manifesting. Just knowing the law of attraction is not enough. A treat to learn about intensions and Mala beads. I
recommend this book to everyone. When you're in despair and want a choose me up, this should provide the hope you
need to believe in something beyond what you see. I simply couldn't wait to turn the next web page, I was engrossed in
the book. This is an extremely inspiring and uplifting publication. I plan on introducing this reserve to the book club I
just joined. Touches your core. For me personally to miss a Seinfeld episode to want to read this book implies that I
REALLY appreciated reading it. lol I read it in no time, not wanting it to end. I recommend it. It is so empowering and
filled with great wisdom, which can be put on any and . This book has really opened my eyes to many new ways of
working with my mala. I made a string of prayer beads --mala-- a few years ago for myself. Managed to get for stress
relief and to use mantras and the Divine Feminine. I really like my mala even though it is quite simple - not really a
fancy beaded one-utilized what I had that was all I possibly could get. I know from using it how much it helped my
health and mind. Your publication though has provided me therefore many new concepts! BUT, this faith shouldn't
consist of scamming and cheating other people. I acquired this book because Not long ago i have been seeking a mala.
Many thanks for writing it and posting wisdom in an excellent story format. So much in a single book I will not only be
recommending this book to friends, family members, and people who cross my route, but I will also be gifting to many.
And you will bet I'll be buying and recommending this publication to many others. Overall the book is good and an
excellent pick me up for anyone who is going through crisis. Wow!.. I received my book this past Wensday and I simply
can't appear to put it down,It is thus empowering and filled with great wisdom, that can be applied to any and
everything that anyone could ever imagine having in their life,It will be my life's manual today,rather than only a
fictional book,thank you so very much! Bob you out did yourself and you possess a best seller on your own hands. Great
for beginners This book was not what I expected. This publication is more on manifestation and limited beliefs. I’ve
already been reading a lot about the topic, so I didn’t actually get anything out of this other than I must say i truly do
desire a mala- in fact I manifested one for free (it’s currently being designed for me). This does remind of the Celestine
Prophecy, like that book this too is a spiritual experience. Thank you, thank you! I would recommend every one to read
this reserve and feel the energy of its uplifting affect. Powerful-Uplifting This book is outstanding. I also plan on buying
the book for close friends. Would have loved this 1-2 years ago.. This is one reserve you will read over and over again.
Fun read. Simply when I thought I understood the laws of manifestation... The Magic Mala isn't just engrossing,
extremely well written and edited but it addittionally delivers the story of personal innovative power in an exciting and
easy to comprehend way. As a lifelong spiritual pupil, teacher and coach, brand-new takes on familiar styles like
manifestation, usually don't excite me. The writer captivates you from starting to end.. SO glad this book arrived The
Magic Mala is among those books that chose me. As I told another friend about the Mala beads she stated, "Oh I utilized
to make those. And in the middle, I ordered two more books for friends and informed others about it. You start with web
page one and before you know it you have read the whole book. Loved the individuals, the story. Worth the read I didn't
expect much out of this reserve except applying regulations of attraction by affirmations from the mala but was We
wrong.Mr. Olson is usually a gifted storyteller with personas I care about and the ups and downs of Robby Robinson as
he learns of his inner power, are totally believable. Bravo ! Well done. This book is an easy, exciting read with an
abundance of valuable seeds of wisdom. Beautiful story! A pleasant story about existence and how belief, intentions,
faith make a genuine difference in life. let me make some for you personally. Knowing how to utilize the mala together
with LOA seals the deal. Awesome Story It’s an incredible story. A must read. Arrived promptly. Universal Guidance A
friend let me borrow her publication. I thought it had been so good, I purchased 4 copies for my friends and will be
investing in a few more as Xmas gifts. Great story writer and great read! I couldn't put this tale down! A Must Read We
thoroughly enjoyed reading "Magic Mala". Unfortunately, the tale comes across as too simple, too preachy, and the
character types don't need to encounter any obstacles. It presents even more aspects of LOA, which appears to be
lacking in other books on the subject. Inspiration nice story for anybody to read Nice story Great message - but very
preachy! I needed to love this publication, because I think it's so important to have significantly more spiritual novels in



the world. Given the wonderful reviews, generally, I thought this would be ideal up my alley. Interesting This book flows
fairly well, and does add to the concept of LOA. I understand the thought behind it - have faith and everything will
continue to work out. I also found the wife quite dumb and irresponsible. They don't really have money to consume
anything but mac and cheese from a container, but she is out and includes a sundae? I honestly think that never before
have so many real usable wisdom teachings been offered this obviously in fiction form. Everything simply sails on, as if
the novel could have been written by a 15-12 months old. I'm excited to apply them. The universe (or God) doesn't work
that way. you have to act in the best interest of all involved. This book would have been much better as nonfiction.
Unless you're not used to spirituality, this book will certainly not change your daily life. Wonderful novel full of profound
pearls of wisdom which are clearly presented and easy to implement This is wonderful book full of profound pearls of
wisdom and metaphysical truths and tools, which are clearly presented via the lives, teachings, and lessons of seven or
so characters. Each character includes a different life encounter and different gifts of learning that they bring to the
desk, which coalesce into an easy-to-understand group of basic teachings that are easy to check out and implement.
And they owe several months of lease, but she subscribes for a new apartment and just thinks it's OK never to pay her
current landlord? It's a book that once you have read a large amount of it you would like to share with others. Good
read It’s an amazing book and inspiring.
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